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BIVARIATE DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL DIMENSION
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CHRISTIAN DÖNCH†
ABSTRACT. We present the Maple implementations of two algorithms
developed by M. Zhou and F. Winkler for computing a relative Gröb-
ner basis of a ﬁnitely generated difference-differential module and we
use this to compute the bivariate difference-differential dimension poly-
omial of the module with respect to the natural biﬁltration of the ring of
difference-differential operators.
An overview regarding afﬁne Hilbert polynomials, Kolchin’s differen-
tial dimension polynomials and difference-differential dimension poly-
nomials is given. Then the notion of relative Gröbner basis and its use
for computing bivariate difference-differential dimension polynomials is
explained. After this the implementations of the two algorithms are il-
lustrated by a couple of examples.
1. INTRODUCTION
Webeginwithashortoverviewregardingthedevelopmentofdifference-
differential dimension polynomials and their relation to Hilbert polynomi-
als.
The role ofHilbert polynomials in commutativealgebra, algebraic geom-
etry and combinatorics is well known [Eis95, Bre98]. The theory of Gröbner
bases provides an efﬁcient method to compute Hilbert polynomials of ﬁl-
tered (and thus also graded) modules over polynomial rings [CLO92]. The
equivalent to the Hilbert polynomial in differential algebra is the differen-
tial dimension polynomial which was introduced by Kolchin [Kol64]. For
a system of algebraic differential equations the corresponding differential
dimension polynomial describes the number of arbitrary constants in the
general solution of the system. One application of differential dimension
polynomials arises from Einstein’s [Ein53] concept of the strength of a sys-
tem of partial differential equations which Mikhalev and Pankratev [MP80]
proved to coincide with the appropriate differential dimension polyno-
mial. In differential algebra the theory of Gröbner bases in modules over
rings of differential operators was developed by Mikhalev and Pankratev
[MP80, MP89], Oaku and Shimoyama [OS94], Insa and Pauer [IP98] and
gives methods for computation of differential dimension polynomials, see
[KLMP99].
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The next step in the evolution of dimension polynomials was done by
Levin [Lev78, Lev80, Lev82, Lev85a] who introduced difference dimension
polynomials for difference ﬁeld extensions as well as corresponding mod-
ules. Their role is similar to those of Hilbert polynomials and differential
dimension polynomials in commutative and differential algebra, respec-
tively, see [KLMP99].
It was also Levin [Lev85b, Lev87] who connected difference and differ-
ential dimension polynomials, resulting in difference-differential dimen-
sion polynomials. Together with Mikahlev [LM88, LM91] he advanced
thisconcept todifference-differentialmodulesand ﬁeldextensions, see also
[KLMP99]. Important approaches to using Gröbner bases methods for the
computation of difference-differential dimension polynomials are due to
Levin [Lev00] as well as Zhou and Winkler [ZW05, ZW06, ZW07, ZW08a,
ZW08b]. The theory of systems of algebraic difference-differential equa-
tions provides a tool for the analysis of systems of algebraic differential
equations with delay.
One of the most important invariants of a linear subspace of an afﬁne
space is its dimension. For ideals we follow the classical approach. Hilbert
[Hil90] states that the dimension of a monomial ideal should be described
by the growth of the number of monomials not in the ideal as the total
degree increases. However for an arbitrary ideal I, different monomials not
in I could be dependent on one another. E.g. if I = hx + yi, neither x nor
y belongs to I but there sum does. Hence we have to consider the number
of monomials bounded in total degree which are “independent modulo I”.
Accordingly Gröbner [Grö70] deﬁnes the dimension of an ideal as follows:
From now on let K be a ﬁeld of characteristic 0.
Deﬁnition 1.1. Let I be an ideal in K[x1,...,xn], I / K[x1,...,xn]. The vari-
ables xi1,...,xir are called independent modulo I iff
I \ K[xi1,...,xir] = f0g,
i.e., I contains no polynomial which depends only on xi1,...,xir. Otherwise
they are called dependent modulo I.
The dimension of I, denoted dim(I), is the maximal number of variables
independent modulo I:
dim(I) := maxf r j xi1,...,xir independent modulo I g.

Let G be a Gröbner basis of I with respect to a lexicographic term order-
ing with xi1  ...  xir  other variables. From the elimination theory
of Gröbner bases it follows that xi1,...,xir 2 fx1,...,xng are independent
modulo I if and only if
G \ K[xi1,...,xir] = f0g.
Consequently an obvious Gröbner basis driven approach to computing the
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Algorithm 1 DIMENSION_1
IN: ﬁnite F  K[x1,...,xn] such that I := hFi , K[x1,...,xn]
OUT: d = dim(I)
for every permutation p of f1,...,ng do
Gp := reduced Gröbner basis of I with respect to the lexicographic
ordering with xp(1)  ...  xp(n);
ip := maxf r j Gp \ K[xp(1),...,xp(r)] = f0g g;
end for
d := maxfip j p a permutation of f1,...,ng g;
return d;
Looking at the complexity of this algorithm we immediately notice that
n! Gröbner bases have to be computed. The following Theorem yields a
method which needs only one Gröbner basis computation. A proof can be
found in [KS95].
Theorem 1.2. Let  be an admissible ordering on [x1,...,xn], I / K[x1,...,xn]
a proper ideal and hin(I)i the ideal generated by the initials of I with respect to
. Then
dim(hin(I)i) = dim(I).
Since G  K[x1,...,xn] is a Gröbner basis of I with respect to  if and
only if hin(G)i = hin(I)i we conclude that xi1,...,xir 2 fx1,...,xng
are independent modulo hin(I)i iff in(g) < K[xi1,...,xir] for all g 2 G.
Hence we only have to compute one Gröbner basis in order to compute the
dimension of I.
Algorithm 2 DIMENSION_2
IN: ﬁnite F  K[x1,...,xn] such that I := hFi , K[x1,...,xn]
OUT: d = dim(I)
choose an admissible ordering  on [x1,...,xn];
G :=Gröbner basis of F with respect to ;
for all fxi1,...,ximg  fx1,...,xng check whether
(1) in(g) < K[xi1,...,xim]
d := maximal m satisfying (1);
return d;
In the second section we recall the deﬁnition of the ring of difference-
differential operators and of some concepts needed for the deﬁnition of
relative reduction in this ring. The third section gives a short overview
over properties of Hilbert polynomials, differential dimension polynomi-
als and (univariate as well as bivariate) difference-differential dimension
polynomials. In the fourth section we explain the notion of (relative) Gröb-
ner bases in difference-differential modules as introduced by Zhou and4 CHRISTIAN DÖNCH
Winkler [ZW08a] and its role in the computation of bivariate difference-
differential dimension polynomials. Also in this section Maple implemen-
tations of algorithms for computing relative Gröbner bases in difference-
differential modules and difference-differential dimension polynomials is
illustrated on some examples and input/output behaviour is explained.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we recall deﬁnitions of basic notions like the ring of differ-
ence-differential operators, the concept of orthant decompositions and of
generalized term orders as introduced by Zhou and Winkler [ZW06].
In this paper Z, N, Z  and Q will denote the sets of all integers, all
nonnegative integers, all nonpositive integers and all rational numbers, re-
spectively. We assume all rings to have a unit element, every subring of a
ring contains the ring’s unit element. Ring homomorphisms are considered
to be unitary, i.e., mapping unit element to unit element. By the module
over a ring R we always mean a unitary left R-module.
Deﬁnition 2.1. (1) (a) A function d on a ring R is called derivation iff
for all a,b 2 R
d(a + b) = d(a) + d(b), and
d(ab) = d(a)b + ad(b).
(b) Let R be a commutative ring, and fd1,...,dmg a set of mutually
commuting derivations on R. Then R is called a differential ring
with basic set of derivations fd1,...,dmg. If R is also a ﬁeld
then it is called a differential ﬁeld.
(c) Let D = fd1,...,dmg. By [D] we denote the commutative semi-
group
fd
k1
1 dkm
m j k1,...,km 2 Ng.
Elements of [D] are called differential (D-) terms.
(d) The free R-module generated by [D] we will denote by R[D].
Hence elements of R[D] are of the form åd2[D] add with ad 2
R and only ﬁnitely many ad are not vanishing. R[D] can be
equipped with a natural ring structure with the commutation
rules didj = djdi, dia = adi + di(a) for all a 2 R, 1  i, j  m.
The obtained ring is called the ring of differential (D-) operators
over R.
(e) The order of any d = d
k1
1 d
km
m 2 [D] is given by ordd = k1 +
... + km and the order of J = åd2[D] add 2 R[D] is given by
ordJ = maxfordd j ad , 0g.
(f) A left R[D]-module is called differential (D-) module.
(2) (a) Let R be a commutative ring,
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sets of mutually commuting derivations and automorphisms
on R, respectively, i.e., u  v = v  u for all u,v 2 fd1,...,dmg [
fs1,...,sng. Then R is called a difference-differential ring with
basic set of derivations fd1,...,dmg and basic set of automor-
phismsfs1,...,sng. If R isalsoaﬁeldthenitiscalledadifference-
differential ﬁeld.
(b) Let D = fd1,...,dmg and S = fs1,...,sng. By L we denote the
commutative semigroup
fd
k1
1 dkm
m s
l1
1 sln
n j k1,...,km 2 N, l1,...,ln 2 Zg.
Elements of L are called difference-differential (D-S-) terms.
(c) The free R-module generated by L we will denote by D. Hence
elements of D are of the form ål2L all with al 2 R and only
ﬁnitely many al are not vanishing. D can be equipped with
a natural ring structure with the commutation rules ab = ba,
dia = adi + di(a), sja = sj(a)sj for all a 2 R, a, b 2 D [ S, 1 
i  m, 1  j  n. The obtained ring is called the ring of
difference-differential (D-S-) operators over R.
(d) The order of l = d
k1
1 d
km
m s
l1
1 s
ln
n 2 L is given by ordl =
k1 +...+km +jl1j+...+jlnj and the order of J = ål2L all 2
D is given by
ordJ = maxfordl j al , 0g.
The order of l in D and S is given by ordD l = k1 + ... + km
and ordS l = jl1j + ... + jlnj, respectively. The order of q in D
and S is given by
ordD J = maxfordD l j al , 0g, and
ordS J = maxfordS l j al , 0g,
respectively.
(e) A left D-module is called difference-differential (D-S-) module.

Example 2.2. Let d be the zero-derivative on Z. Then Z together with fdg
is a differential ring and a difference-differential ring (notice that the set of
automorphisms of a difference-differential ring might be empty). 
Of course this also works for any other ring, too.
Example 2.3. Let K be a ﬁeld. Then K[x1,x2] considered together with
fd1,d2g = f ¶
¶x1, ¶
¶x2g and fs1,s2g = f(x1,x2) 7! (x1 + 1,x2),(x1,x2) 7!
(x1,x2 + 1)g is a difference-differential ﬁeld. 
We will also need the notion of ﬁltration.
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let K be a (difference-)differential ﬁeld and D the ring of
(difference-)differential operators over K. Let M be a (left) D-module.
(1) A family (Dr)r2Z of K-subvector spaces of D is called a ﬁltration of
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(a) 1 2 D0,
(b) Dr  Dr+1 for all r 2 Z, and
(c) DrDs  Dr+s for all r,s 2 Z.
A family (Mr)r2Z of submodules of M is called a ﬁltration of M if
(a) Mr  Mr+1 for any r 2 Z and Mr = 0 (as a submodule of M)
for all sufﬁciently small r, i.e., there exists an r0 2 Z such that
Mr = 0 for all r  r0,
(b)
S
r2Z Mr = M,
(c) DrMs  Mr+s for any r,s 2 Z.
If in addition
(e) every Mr is ﬁnitely generated as a K-vector space, and
(f) thereexists r0 2 Zsuchthat DsMr = Ms+r forall s 2 N, r  r0,
then the ﬁltration is called excellent.
(2) A family (Drs)r,s2Z of K-subvector spaces of D is called a biﬁltration
of D if
(a) 1 2 D00, and
(b) Dr1s1Dr2s2  Dr1+r2,s1+s2 for all r1,r2,s1,s2 2 Z.
A family (Mrs)r,s2Z of submodules of M is called a biﬁltration of
M if
(a) Mrs  Mr+1,s and Mrs  Mr,s+1 for all r,s 2 Z and Mrs = 0 (
M) for all sufﬁciently small r,s,
(b)
S
r,s2Z Mrs = M,
(c) Dr1s1Mr2s2  Mr1+r2,s1+s2 for all r1,r2,s1,s2 2 Z.
If in addition
(e) every Mrs is ﬁnitely generated as a K-vector space, and
(f) there exist r0,s0 2 Z such that DklMrs = Mk+r,l+s for all k,l 2
N, r  r0,s  s0,
then the biﬁltration is called excellent.

Example 2.5. Let D be a ring of difference-differential operators. For all
r,s 2 Z let Drs = fq 2 D j ordD q  r, ordS q  sg if r,s 2 N and
Drs = f0g if at least one of the numbers r,s is negative. Hence 1 2 D00. For
all r1,r2,s1,s2 2 N we have
Dr1s1Dr2s2 = fq1q2 2 D j ordD qi  ri, ordS qi  si, for i = 1,2g
 Dr1+r2,s1+s2.
If at least one of r1,r2,s1,s2 is negative then Dr1s1Dr2s2 = f0g  Dr1+r2,s1+s2.
We see that (Drs)r,s2Z is a biﬁltration of D (which is called natural biﬁltration
of D). Let M be a difference-differential module generated by the one-
element set fhg. Let the family (Mrs)r,s2Z be given by Mrs = Drsh. Then for
all r,s 2 Z we have Mrs  Mr+1,s, Mrs  Mr,s+1 and if r or s is negative we
have Mrs = f0g. For r0 = s0 = 0 and for all r,s 2 N we have DrsMr0s0 =
Mr+r0,s+s0. For r,s 2 N the set of generators of Drsh is flh 2 Lh j ordD l 
r, ordS l  sg, hence each Drsh is ﬁnitely generated. We conclude that
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In order to generalize the notion of term-orders to difference-differential
operators Levin [Lev00] proposed a certain decomposition of Zn. His ap-
proach was elaborated further by Zhou and Winkler [ZW06].
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let Zn =
Sk
j=1 Z
(n)
j such that for 1  j  k
(1) (0,...,0) 2 Z
(n)
j , and if (0,...,0) , (z1,...,zn) 2 Z
(n)
j , then
( z1,..., zn) < Z
(n)
j .
(2) Z
(n)
j isaﬁnitelygeneratedsubsemigroupofZn, anditisisomorphic
to Nn as a semigroup.
(3) the group generated by Z
(n)
j is Zn.
Then fZ
(n)
j j 1  j  kg is called an orthant decomposition of Zn, and fNm 
Z
(n)
j j 1  j  kg is an orthant decomposition of Nm  Zn. 
Example 2.7. The standard example of an orthant decomposition consists
of fZ
(n)
1 ,...,Z
(n)
2n g being the set of all distinct Cartesian products of n sets
each of which is either N or Z . Z
(n)
j is generated as a semigroup by
f(c1,0,...,0),(0,c2,0,...,0),...,(0,...,0,cn)g,
where ci for i = 1,...,n is either 1 or  1. This orthant decomposition of Zn
is called the canonical orthant decomposition. 
If an orthant decomposition of Zn is given it induces a decomposition of
the set of terms L in the following way (see [ZW06]).
Deﬁnition 2.8. Let fZ
(n)
j j 1  j  kg be an orthant decomposition of Zn.
Then
Lj = fd
k1
1 dkm
m s
l1
1 sln
n j (l1,...,ln) 2 Z
(n)
j g
is called the j-th orthant of L, and for a set E
LjE = fle j l 2 Lj, e 2 Eg
is called j-th orthant of LE. 
With the notion of orthant decomposition at hand, Zhou and Winkler
[ZW06] introduced generalized term orders on Nm  Zn  E, where E is a
ﬁnite set.
Deﬁnition 2.9. Let fZ
(n)
j j 1  j  kg be an orthant decomposition of Zn
and  a total order on Nm  Zn  E such that
(1) For all e 2 E the elements (0,...,0,e) is the smallest in Nm  Zn 
feg,
(2) For all a 2 Nm  Zn, j 2 f1,...,kg, b,c 2 Nm  Z
(n)
j , e, ˜ e 2 E
(a,e)  (b, ˜ e) =) (a + c,e)  (b + c, ˜ e).
Then  is called generalized term order on Nm  Zn  E. 8 CHRISTIAN DÖNCH
Example 2.10. Let fZ
(n)
1 ,...,Z
(n)
2n g be the canonical orthant decomposition
of Zn and E a totally ordered ﬁnite set with an order 0. For (a,e) =
(k1,...,km,l1,...,ln,e), (b, ˜ e) = (s1,...,sm,t1,...,tn, ˜ e) 2 Nm  Zn  E let
jaj1 = k1 + ...,km + jaj2 = jl1j + ... + jlnj,
jbj1 = s1 + ...,sm + jbj2 = jt1j + ... + jtnj,
and deﬁne  by
(a,e)  (b, ˜ e) () (jaj1,jaj2,e,k1,...,km,jl1j,...,jlnj,l1,...,ln)
<lex (jbj1,jbj2, ˜ e,s1,...,sm,jt1j,...jtnj,t1,...,tn),
where <lex denotes the lexicographic order. Then  is a generalized term
order on Nm  Zn  E. 
Also the following essential lemma is due to Zhou and Winkler [ZW06].
Lemma 2.11. Let E be a ﬁnite set and  a generalized term order on Nm Zn 
E with respect to the orthant decomposition fZ
(n)
j j 1  j  kg of Zn. Then
there exists no sequence (ai)i2N  Nm  Zn  E such that a0  a1  .... In
particular any subset of Nm  Zn  E contains a smallest element.
Since LE is isomorphic to Nm  Zn  E as a semigroup, a generalized
term order on Nm  Zn  E induces a so-called generalized term order on
LE. This can be extended to ﬁnitely generated D-modules.
3. DIMENSION POLYNOMIALS
In this section we have a closer look on the properties of Hilbert polyno-
mials, Kolchin’s differential dimension polynomials and difference-
differential dimension polynomials.
3.1 Hilbert Polynomial
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let I /K[x1,...,xn] and r 2 N. Let K[x1,...,xn]r denote the
set of polynomials in K[x1,...,xn] with total degree  r and let
Ir := I \ K[x1,...,xn]r.
We consider K[x1,...,xn]r as a ﬁnite-dimensional vector space over K and
Ir as a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace of K[x1,...,xn]r. Then the quotient
space K[x1,...,xn]r/Ir is also ﬁnite-dimensional, and the Hilbert function
of I is deﬁned for all r 2 N by
HFI(r) := dim(K[x1,...,xn]r/Ir)
= dim(K[x1,...,xn]r)   dim(Ir). (2)

Itisawellknownfactthatfor I /K[x1,...,xn] theHilbertfunctionassoci-
ated with I and the one associated with the ideal generated by the leading
terms of I with respect to a graded term order < coincide (see [CLO92]),
i.e.,
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for all r 2 N. Together with the following theorem this shows that for
r 2 N sufﬁciently large the Hilbert function of I can be described by a
polynomial in r.
Proposition 3.2. Let I / K[x1,...,xn] be a monomial ideal.
(1) For all r 2 N, HFI(r) is the number of monomials of total degree  r not
contained in I.
(2) For all r sufﬁciently large the Hilbert function of I is given by a polynomial
function
HFI(r) =
n
å
i=0
ai

r + i
i

,
where a0,...,an 2 Z.
(3) The degree of this polynomial coincides with the dimension of I.
A proof of this proposition can be found for example in [CLO92].
Deﬁnition3.3. Thepolynomialwhichcoincideswith HFI(r) forsufﬁciently
large r is called Hilbert polynomial of I. We denote it by HPI. 
Example 3.4. Let I = hx2
1x2,x1x3
2i / K[x1,x2]. Then HPI(r) = 2r + 3 and
HFI(r) = HPI(r) for all 3  r 2 N. But if we consider J = hx2
1x2,x1x3
2i /
K[x1,x2,x3] then HPJ(r) = r2 + 4r   2 and HFJ(r) = HPJ(r) for all 2  r 2
N. 
3.2 Kolchin’s Differential Dimension Polynomial
The foundation of dimension theory in differential algebra is due to
Kolchin [Kol64] who indroduced the notion of the differential dimension
polynomial.
The analytic interpretation of Kolchin’s differential dimension polyno-
mial is connected to the theory of relativity (especially gravitation theory).
Einstein [Ein53] describes the strength of a system of partial differential
equations governing a physical ﬁeld by a certain function associated to the
system. It is known [MP80] that this function coincides with the appropri-
ate differential dimension polynomial.
Let K be a differential ﬁeld. If derivations are trivial on K, then K[D] is
isomorphic to the commutative polynomial ring with the same generators.
In [Co71] one can ﬁnd a proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let K[D] be a ring of differential operators over K. Then K[D] is a
right and left Noetherian integral domain and an Ore ring.
Hence the D-operator ring K[D] has properties similar to those of poly-
nomial rings.
By L := Khh1,...,hti we denote a differential ﬁeld extension of K gener-
ated by a ﬁnite set h = fh1,...,htg. Then L = K(f[D]hj j 1  j  tg) as a
ﬁeld. Now we can formulate the classical Kolchin theorem and introduce
the notion of differential dimension polynomials.
Theorem ( Kolchin ) 3.6. There exists a polynomial whjK(r) 2 Q[r] such that10 CHRISTIAN DÖNCH
(1) whjK(r) = trdegK K(f[D]rhj j 1  j  tg) for all sufﬁciently large
r 2 Z.
(2) degwhjK  m := jDj and whjK(r) can be written as
whjK(r) =
m
å
i=0
ai

r + i
i

,
where a0,...,am 2 Z.
(3) d = degwhjK, am and ad are independent of the choice of the set of differ-
ential generators h1,...,ht of the extension L/K. am coincides with the
maximal number of elements x1,...,xk 2 L such that fqxi j q 2 [D], 1 
i  kg is algebraically independent over K.
A proof can be found in [Kol64].
Deﬁnition 3.7. The polynomial whjK is called Kolchin’s differential dimension
polynomial of the D-ﬁeld extension L/K associated with the system of D-
generators h. 
For a differential module M we have the following theorem (see also
[Lev07, Theorems 4.2, 4.5]).
Theorem 3.8. Let fMr j r 2 Zg be an excellent ﬁltration of a left L[D]-module
M. Then there exists a polynomial f(r) 2 Q[r] such that
(1) f(r) = dimL Mr for all sufﬁciently large r 2 Z.
(2) degf  m := jDj and there exist a0,...,am 2 Z such that
f(r) =
m
å
i=0
ai

r + i
i

.
(3) d = degf, am and ad do not depend on the choice of the excellent ﬁl-
tration. am coincides with the maximal number of elements of M linearly
independent over L[D].
Deﬁnition 3.9. am, d and ad are called differential dimension, differential type
and typical differential dimension of the differential module M, respectively.
3.3 Difference-Differential Dimension Polynomials
The following theorem arises from the extension of the concept of differ-
ential dimension polynomials to difference-differential dimension polyno-
mials (see also
[Lev00]).
Theorem 3.10. Let K be a difference-differential ﬁeld with characteristic zero, ba-
sic set of derivations fd1,...,dmg and basic set of automorphisms fs1,...,sng.
Let D = fd1,...,dmg and S = fs1,...,sng. Let D be the ring of difference-
differentialoperatorsover K, andlet M beaﬁnitelygenerateddifference-differential
module with excellent ﬁltration (Mr)r2Z. Then there exists a polynomial f(r) 2
Q[r] such that
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(2) degf  m + n and there exist a0,...,am+n 2 Z such that
f(r) =
m+n
å
i=0
ai

r + i
i

.
(3) d = degf, am+n and ad do not depend on the choice of the excellent
ﬁltration.
Obviously this does not take care of the nature of difference-differential
modules. It is much more convenient to consider the growth of order of the
derivations and automorphisms separately (see [Lev00]).
Theorem 3.11. Let K be a difference-differential ﬁeld, D = fd1,...,dmg, S =
fs1,...,sng, D the ring of difference-differential operators over K with natural
biﬁltration (Drs)r,s2Z, M a ﬁnitely generated difference-differential module, and
(Mrs)r,s2Z an excellent biﬁltration of M. Then there exists a polynomial y(r,s) 2
Q[r,s] such that
(1) y(r,s) = dimK Mrs for all sufﬁciently large r,s 2 Z.
(2) degr y(r,s)  m, degs y(r,s)  n and for all i = 0,...,m, j =
0,...,n there exist aij 2 Z such that
y(r,s) =
m
å
i=0
n
å
j=0
aij

r + i
i

s + j
j

.
Deﬁnition 3.12. The polynomial f whose existence is stated by Theorem
3.10 is called the difference-differential dimension polynomial of M associated
with the excellent ﬁltration (Mr)r2Z, and the polynomial y whose existence
is stated by Theorem 3.11 is called the bivariate difference-differential dimen-
sion polynomial of M associated with the excellent biﬁltration (Mrs)r,s2Z. 
Considering Einstein’s notion of the strength of a system of difference-
differential equations the difference-differential dimension polynomial de-
scribesthe”overall“strengthofthesystem, whereasthebivariatedifference-
differentialdimensionpolynomialdescribesthestrengthofthesystemwith
respect to the sets of derivatives and automorphisms independently. We
have already seen that Hilbert, differential dimension and difference-diffe-
rentialdimensionpolynomialscarrysomeinvariantsoftheassociatedideals
and modules, respectively. The following Theorem describes the invari-
ants of the bivariate difference-differential dimension polynomial (see also
[Lev00]).
Theorem 3.13. Let K be a difference-differential ﬁeld, D = fd1,...,dmg, S =
fs1,...,sng, D the ring of difference-differential operators over K, M a ﬁnitely
generated difference-differential module, (Mrs)r,s2Z an excellent biﬁltration of M.
For all i = 0,...,m, j = 0,...,n let aij 2 Z such that
y(r,s) =
m
å
i=0
n
å
j=0
aij

r + i
i

s + j
j

.
Let A = f(i, j) 2 N2 j 0  i  m, 0  j  n and aij , 0g and let m and n be the
maximal elements of A with respect to the lexicographic and reverse lexicographic12 CHRISTIAN DÖNCH
order on N2, respectively. Then m, n, amn, am and an are independent of the choice
of the excellent biﬁltration of M.
4. RELATIVE GRÖBNER BASES AND BIVARIATE
DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL DIMENSION POLYNOMIALS
In this section we recall the notion of (relative) Gröbner bases in differ-
ence-differential modules and its use for the computation of bivariate dif-
ference-differential dimension polynomials according to Zhou and Win-
kler. We proceed by illustrating the Maple implementations of the obtained
algorithms on some examples and by explaining their input/output be-
haviour.
4.1 Relative Gröbner bases in ﬁnitely generated difference-differential
modules
Computation of Gröbner bases in rings of difference-differential oper-
ators needs to take care of problems which arise from noncommutativity.
Since we want to deduce a bivariate difference-differential dimension poly-
nomial we also have to choose a special reduction to reﬂect the decompo-
sition of D [ S into D and S.
The material of this subsection is largely taken from [ZW06, ZW08a].
Let K be a difference-differential ﬁeld with basic set of derivations fd1,
...,dmg and basic set of automorphisms fs1,...,sng, respectively. Let D =
fd1,...,dmg, S = fs1,...,sng, and let L be the set of difference-differential
terms, D the ring of difference-differential operators over K and F the free
D-module generated by E = fe1,...,eqg. The elements of LE will be called
terms of F.
For every f 2 F there exist unique a1,...,ad 2 K n f0g and pairwise
distinct l1ej1,...,ldejd such that f = a1l1ej1 + ... + adldejd.
Let beageneralizedtermorderon LE and f = a1l1ej1 +...+adldejd 2
F. Then the leading term of f with respect to  is denoted by lt(f) and
given by
lt(f) = max
 flieji j 1  i  qg.
The according coefﬁcient is called the leading coefﬁcient of f and is denoted
by lc(f). If the generalized term order is clear from the context, we simply
write lt and lc instead of lt and lc, respectively.
Let R be a commutative polynomial ring, S the according set of terms
and  a term order on S. Gröbner basis computation in R makes use of the
fact that multiplication with terms commutes with lt, i.e., for r 2 R, s 2 S
we have slt(r) = lt(sr). For f 2 F, l 2 L in general llt(f) = lt(lf) is not
true. The problem is that for a 2 K
la = s
k1
1 skn
n (a)l + ˜ a,
for some k1,...,kn 2 Z, and some ˜ a 2 D with lt(˜ a)  l and all terms of ˜ a
are in the same orthant as l. The following lemma describes this in detail
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Lemma 4.1. Let f = åi2I aiui 2 F n f0g, where ai 2 K, ui 2 LE for i 2 I.
(1) For l 2 L we have lt(lf) = maxflui j i 2 Ig. In particular lt(lf) =
lu for a unique term u of f.
(2) If lt(f) 2 LjE then lt(lf) = llt(f) 2 LjE for any l 2 Lj.
(3) For each j there exists some l 2 L and a unique term uj of f such that
lt(lf) = luj 2 LjE,
i.e., if lt(l1f) = l1uj1 2 LjE and lt(l2f) = l2uj2 2 LjE then uj1 =
uj2. The term uj will then be denoted by ltj(f).
If f = åi2I aiui 2 F and h = åj2J bjlj 2 D then for all i 2 I there exist
˜ ai 2 D and for all j 2 J there exist kj1,...,kjn 2 Z such that
hf = å
i2I, j2J
bj

s
kj1
1 s
kjn
n (ai)lj + ˜ ai

ui.
Of course there might occur some cancellation, i.e., some terms ljui might
vanish in hf. The following lemma from Zhou and Winkler [ZW06] shows
that lt(hf)  ljui cannot happen for any lj and ui.
Lemma 4.2. Let f 2 F n f0g and h 2 D n f0g as above. Then lt(hf) =
maxfljuig and therefore lt(hf) = lu for a unique term l of h and a unique
term u of f.
Since we want to use a Gröbner basis driven method to compute bivari-
ate difference-differential dimension polynomials we have to deal with the
notion of reduction. ’Bivariate’ here means that the dimension polynomial
is computed with respect to the natural biﬁltration of D (see example 2.5
and theorem 3.11). Hence if we reduce f 2 F such that we decrease its or-
der in D we have to ensure that we do not increase the order of f in S, and if
we reduce such that we decrease the order of f in S we have to ensure that
we do not increase the order of f in D. This leads to the notion of relative
reduction (see [ZW08a]),
Theorem 4.3. Let , 0 be two generalized term orders on LE. Let g1,..., gp
2 F n f0g and f 2 F. Then
f = h1g1 + ... + hpgp + r
for some h1,...,hp 2 D and r 2 F such that
(1) hi = 0 or lt(higi)  lt f, i = 1,..., p.
(2) r = 0 or lt r  lt f such that
lt r < flt(lgi) j lt0(lgi) 0 lt0 r, l 2 L, i = 1,..., pg.
Deﬁnition 4.4. Let , 0 be two generalized term orders on LE. Let
g1,..., gp 2 F n f0g and f 2 F. Let f = h1g1 + ... + hpgp + r for some
h1,...,hp 2 D and r 2 F such that (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.3 are satisﬁed.
If r , f we say that f can be -reduced to r modulo fg1,..., gpg relative to 0.
If r = f and hi = 0 for all i = 1,..., p, we say that f is -reduced modulo
fg1,..., gpg relative to 0. 14 CHRISTIAN DÖNCH
The reduction is relative in the sense that during relative reduction the
term lt r = lt(ligi) is only reduced if lt0(ligi) 0 lt0 r.
Example 4.5. Let D = fdg, S = fsg, E = fe1,e2g and g = d2se1 + de2.
Deﬁne , 0 by
dkslei  drssej () (jlj,k,ei,l) <lex (jsj,r,ej,s)
dkslei 0 drssej () (k,jlj,ei,l) <lex (r,jsj,ej,s).
Let f = d2se1   d2s 1e1. Then
f = g   (d2s 1e1 + de2),
lt(g) = d2se1  lt f = d2se1 and lt( d2s 1e1   de2) = d2s 1e1 
lt f = d2se1 such that
lt( d2s 1e1  de2) < flt(lg) j lt0(lg) 0 lt0( d2s 1e1  de2), l 2 Lg.
Hence (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.3 are satisﬁed and f can be -reduced to
 d2s 1e1   de2 modulo g relative to 0. 
Deﬁnition 4.6. Let W be a submodule of F, , 0 two generalized term
orders on LE and G = fg1,..., gpg a subset of W n f0g. G is called a -
Gröbner basis of W relative to 0 if and only if every f 2 W n f0g can be
-reduced to 0 modulo G relative to 0. If no confusion is possible it is
shortly called a relative Gröbner basis of W. 
In a commutative polynomial ring every two polynomials have one S-
polynomial. In the ring of difference-differential operators a pair of opera-
tors may have several S-polynomials in each orthant (see [ZW06]).
Deﬁnition 4.7. Let f, g 2 F n f0g and let  be a generalized term order on
LE. Let fLj j 1  j  kg be an orthant decomposition of L. For every Lj
let V(j, f, g) be a ﬁnite system of generators of the R[Lj]-module
R[Lj]hlt(lf) 2 LjE j l 2 Li \ R[Lj]hlt(hg) 2 LjE j h 2 Li.
For every v 2 V(j, f, g)
S(j, f, g,v) =
v
ltj f
f
lcj f
 
v
ltj g
g
lcj g
is called an S-polynomial of f and g with respect to j and v. If 0 is an-
other generalized term order, then S and S0 denote the S-polynomials with
respect to  and 0, respectively. 
Then the Buchberger Theorem for rings of difference-differential opera-
tors reads as follows (see [ZW06]).
Theorem 4.8. Let  be a generalized term order on LE, G a ﬁnite subset of
F n f0g and W the submodule in F generated by G. G is a Gröbner basis of W iff
for all Lj, for all f, g 2 G and for all v 2 V(j, f, g) the S-polynomials S(j, f, g,v)
can be reduced to 0 by G.
Since we want to compute relative Gröbner bases we also need to con-
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Theorem 4.9. Let ,0 be two generalized term orders on LE, G a ﬁnite subset
of F n f0g and W the submodule in F generated by G. G is a -Gröbner basis of
W relative to 0 iff G is a Gröbner basis of W with respect to 0 and for all Lj, for
all f, g 2 G and for all v 2 V(j, f, g) the S-polynomials S(j, f, g,v) with respect
to  can be -reduced to 0 modulo G relative to 0.
Theorem 4.9 means that G is a -Gröbner basis relative to 0 if and only
if all S-polynomials with respect to 0 can be reduced to 0 by G with respect
to 0 and S-polynomials with respect to  can be -reduced to 0 modulo
G relative to 0. Then the Buchberger algorithm for computing a relative
Gröbner basis consists of two parts like shown in the following Theorem of
Zhou and Winkler [ZW08a].
Theorem 4.10. Let F be a free D-module, , 0 two generalized term orders on
LE, G a ﬁnite subset of F n f0g and W the submodule in F generated by G. For
each Lj and f, g 2 F n f0g let V(j, f, g), S(j, f, g,v) and S0(j, f, g,v) be as in
Deﬁnition 4.7. Then algorithm 4.10 computes a -Gröbner basis of W relative to
0.
Algorithm 3 Buchberger Algorithm for computing Relative Gröbner Bases
IN: G = fg1,..., gmg, a set of generators of W
, 0, two generalized term orders on LE
OUT: G00 = fg00
1,..., g00
ng, a -Gröbner basis of W relative to 0
G00 := G;
while there exist f, g 2 G0 and v 2 V(j, f, g) such that S0(j, f, g,v) is reduced
(w.r.t. 0) to r , 0 by G0 do
G0 := G0 [ frg;
end while;
G00 := G0 ;
while there exist f, g 2 G00 and v 2 V(j, f, g) such that S(j, f, g,v) is -
reduced to r , 0 by G00 relative to 0 do
G00 := G00 [ frg;
end while
return G00;
The following examples for relative Gröbner bases are due to Zhou and
Winkler [ZW08a].
Example 4.11. (1) Let , 0 be two generalized term orders. Let W be
a submodule of F generated by a ﬁnite set G, where every g 2 G
consists of only one term. Then all S-polynomials with respect to 
and all S-polynomials with respect to 0 are 0. Hence G is a relative
Gröbner basis of W.
(2) Let , 0 be two generalized term orders. Let W be a submodule of
F generated by the set G = fgg. Then there are no S-polynomials,
and hence G is a Gröbner basis of W.16 CHRISTIAN DÖNCH
(3) Let D, S, , 0 be as in example 4.5. Let W be a submodule of F
generated by G = fg1, g2g, where
g1 = dsh1 + s 2h2,
g2 = d2sh1 + dh2.
We denote the S-polynomials with respect to  and 0 by S and S0,
respectively. Then
S0(1, g1, g2,v1) = S0(2, g1, g2,v2) = dg1   g2 = ds 2e2   de2 = g3.
Since lt0(lg1) 2 Le1, lt0(lg2) 2 Le1 and lt0(lg3) 2 Le2 we
see that S0(k, gi, g3,vs) = 0 for all i = 1,2, k = 1,2. Hence G0 =
fg1, g2, g3g is a Gröbner basis with respect to 0 of W. Now we
compute S-polynomials with respect to .
S(1, g1, g2,v
(1)
12 ) = dsg1   sg2 = ds 1e2   dse2 = sg3,
S(2, g1, g2,v
(2)
12 ) = dg1   s 2g2 = d2se1   d2s 1e1
= g2   (d2s 1e1 + de2) = g4,
S(2, g1, g3,v
(2)
13 ) = dg1   g3 = d2se1 + de2 = g2,
S(2, g2, g3,v
(2)
23 ) = s 2g1   g3 = d2s 1e1 + de2 = g4,
S(1, g3, g4,v
(1)
34 ) = sg3 + sg4 = d2e1 + ds 1e2 = s 1g2,
and all the other S-polynomials are 0. Hence G = fg1, g2, g3, g4g is
a -Gröbner basis of W relative to 0.

4.2 Bivariate difference-differential dimension polynomials
For an orthant decomposition of Zn we choose the canonical orthant de-
composition as in Example 2.7. Let E be a totally ordered set. For l =
d
k1
1 d
km
m s
l1
1 s
ln
n let
jlj1 = k1 + ... + km and jlj2 = jl1j + ... + jlnj
and for le 2 LE let
jlej1 = jlj1 and jlej2 = jlj2.
Then for le = d
k1
1 d
km
m s
l1
1 s
ln
n e and m˜ e = d
r1
1 d
rm
m s
s1
1 s
sn
n ˜ e the gener-
alized term orders  and 0 are deﬁned by
le  m˜ e , (jlj2,jlj1,e,k1,...,km,jl1j,...,jlnj,l1,...,ln)
<lex (jmj2,jmj1, ˜ e,r1,...,rm,js1j,...,jsnj,s1,...,sn), (3)
and
le 0 m˜ e , (jlj1,jlj2,e,k1,...,km,jl1j,...,jlnj,l1,...,ln)
<lex (jmj1,jmj2, ˜ e,r1,...,rm,js1j,...,jsnj,s1,...,sn). (4)
For i = 1,2 and u = ål2L all 2 D let
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Then the excellent biﬁltration (Drs)r,s2Z from Example 2.1 can be written
as Drs = fu 2 D j juj1  r, juj2  sg for all r,s 2 N and Drs = f0g if at
least one of the numbers r,s is negative. Let M be a ﬁnitely generated left
D-module with set of generators fh1,...,hqg. Then an excellent biﬁltration
(Mrs)r,s2Z of M is given by
Mrs = Drsh1 + ... + Drshq.
Zhou and Winkler [ZW08a] proved the following Theorem which is the
key to computing bivariate difference-differential dimension polynomials
of ﬁnitely generated left D-modules with respect to the natural biﬁltration
of D (see Example 2.5).
Theorem 4.12. Let K be a difference-differential ﬁeld, D = fd1,...,dmg, S =
fs1,...,sng, D the ring of D-S-operators and M a ﬁnitely generated left D-
module with set of generators fh1,...,hqg. Let F be a free D-S-module with basis
fe1,...,eqg and p : F ! M the natural D-S-epimorphism of F onto M, i.e., p is
given by p(ei) = hi for i = 1,...,q. Let  and 0 be the two generalized term
orders on LE of the terms of F deﬁned by (3) and (4), respectively. Let N be the
submodule of F given by N = kerp and let G = fg1,..., gpg be a -Gröbner
basis of N relative to 0. Let Urs = U0
rs [ U00
rs, where
U0
rs = fw 2 LE j jwj1  r, jwj2  s,
and w , lt(lg) for all l 2 L, g 2 Gg
U00
rs = fw 2 LE j jwj1  r, jwj2  s,
and jlt0(lg)j1 > r for all l 2 L, g 2 G s.t. w = lt(lg)g.
Then for any r,s 2 N the set p(Urs) is a basis of the vector K-space Mrs. In
particular for sufﬁciently large r,s 2 N the bivariate difference-differential di-
mension polynomial y associated with M with respect to the natural biﬁltration of
D satisﬁes
y(r,s) = jUrsj.
4.3 Maple implementation
The two algorithms for computing relative Gröbner bases and bivari-
ate difference-differential dimension polynomials are provided as a Maple
package. The purpose of the package is to provide methods for computa-
tionofbivariatedifference-differentialdimensionpolynomialswithrespect
to the canonical orthant decomposition of LE as described in subsection 4.2
where K is the quotient ﬁeld of the ring of polynomials with rational coef-
ﬁcients in a user-deﬁned number of variables. It is still in development.
The package is loaded as follows.
> libname := libname,"/path/to/DiffDiff.mla":
> with(DifferenceDifferential);
[DDDPol]
From now on we will assume that the package is always loaded.
Before we explain all possible arguments we give an example in extenso.18 CHRISTIAN DÖNCH
Example 4.13. We want to verify Example 4.1 from [ZW08a]. Let R be a
difference-differential ﬁeld with D = fdg and S = fsg. Let D be the ring
of D-S-operators over R and M = Dh be a D-S module whose generator h
satisﬁes the deﬁning equation
(ds + s 2)h = 0.
Then M is isomorphic to the factor module of a free D-S module F with a
free generator e by the D-S submodule N generated by
fg = (ds + s 2)eg.
We call DDDPol with the arguments "noder" = 1, "noaut" = 1 and
"generators" = [e] which means that the cardinality of D and S is one
respectively and the free generator is denoted by e. The output of this call
will be a table which we assign to DD:
> DD := DDDPol("noder" = 1, "noaut" = 1, "generators" = [e]);
DD := table(["DimPol" = DimPol, "relGB" = relGB])
By Theorem 4.12 we need to compute a relative Gröbner basis of N.
Clearly the relative Gröbner basis is fg = (ds + s 2)eg. Computing the
relative Gröbner basis in Maple is done by the procedure relGB from the
table DD called with a list of generating functions of N as argument:
> DD["relGB"]([(delta*sigma+1/sigma2)*e]);
[e*delta*sigma+e/sigma2]
The bivariate (with respect to the natural biﬁltration of D) difference-
differential dimension polynomial is 3r + 2s + 1. In Maple this is done by
theprocedure DimPolfromthetable DDcalledwithalistofgeneratingfunc-
tions of N as an argument:
> DD["DimPol"]([(delta*sigma+1/sigma2)*e]);
3*r+1+2*s
So the results from Example 4.1 of [ZW08a] are the same as the ones
computed in Maple . 
The procedure DDDPol takes an arbitrary (natural) number of arguments
which must be of one of the following types (a brieﬁng is given in Table 1)
and should be self-consistent (see Note 4.14):
(1) Speciﬁcation of variables
"novar" = v: Sets the number of variables to the positive inte-
ger v. If "variables" is not deﬁned by the user, it is set to
"variables"=[x[1],...,x[v]], if 2  v and to
"variables"=[x] if v = 1.
"variables" = X: The variables occuring in the coefﬁcients of
the difference-differential operators are declared to be those
contained in the list X. If "novar" is not deﬁned by the user,
it is set to nops(X), i.e., the number of variables is deﬁned to be
the length of the list X.
(2) Speciﬁcation of derivativesBIVARIATE DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL DIMENSION POLYNOMIALS IN Maple 19
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"noder" = m: Sets the number of derivatives to the natural num-
ber m. If "dersymbols" and/or "derivatives" is not deﬁned
by the user, it is set such that the m derivatives are denoted by
delta[1],...,delta[m] if 2  m, by delta if m = 1 and for
i = 1,...,m and length of "variables" equal to v the sym-
bol delta[i] corresponds to the derivative in variables[i]
if i  v and to the trivial derivative if v < i.
"dersymbols" = Delta: Thesymbolsusedfordenotingthederi-
vatives contained in the list Delta’ are declared to be those
contained in the list Delta. If "noder" and/or "derivatives"
is not deﬁned by the user, "noder" is set to the cardinality of
Delta and/or "derivatives" is deﬁned as in the description
of "noder" = m.
"derivatives" = Delta’: The derivatives associated with the
symbols from the list Delta are declared to be those contained
in the list Delta’. If "noder" and/or "dersymbols" is not de-
ﬁned by the user, "noder" is set to the cardinality of Delta’
and/or "dersymbols" is set to delta[1],...,delta[m] if 2 
m, and delta if m = 1, where m is the cardinality of Delta’.
(3) Speciﬁcation of automorphisms
"noaut" = n: Sets the number of automorphisms to the natural
number n. If "autsymbols" and/or "automorphisms" is not
deﬁned by the user, it is set such that "autsymbols" is set to
be sigma[1],...,sigma[n] if 2  n, sigma if n = 1 and for
i = 1,...,n and length of "variables" equal to v the auto-
morphism corresponding to the symbol sigma[i] is deﬁned
as shift variables[i]7!variables[i]+1 if i  v and to the
identity map if v < i.
"autsymbols" = Sigma: The symbols used for denoting the au-
tomorphisms contained in the list Sigma’ are declared to be
those contained in the list Sigma. If "noaut" and/or
"automorphisms" is not deﬁned by the user, it is set such that
"noaut" equals the cardinality of Sigma and the automor-
phisms are deﬁned as in the description of "noaut" = n.
"automorphisms" = Sigma’: The automorphisms associated
with the symbols from the list Sigma are declared to be those
contained in the list Sigma’. If "noaut" and/or "autsymbols"
is not deﬁned by the user, it is set such that "noaut" equals
the cardinality of Sigma’ and the symbols corresponding to
the automorphisms are deﬁned to be sigma[1],...,sigma[n]
if 2  n, sigma if n = 1, where n is the cardinality of Sigma’.
(4) Speciﬁcation of generators
"generators" = E: The list E contains the symbols associated
with the generators of a left difference-differential module.
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"verbose" = b: Calling DDDPol with the argument "verbose"
=
false returns a table containing the procedures relGB and
DimPol, calling it with the argument "verbose" = true in-
serts the values of "novar", "variables", "noder",
"dersymbols", "derivatives", "noaut", "autsymbols",
"automorphisms", "generators" and "verbose" in this
table.
Note 4.14. (1) All of the above arguments are optional but should be
free of contradictions, e.g. calling DDDPol with the arguments
"noder" = 2, and "dersymbols" = [delta] will result in
"A mismatch occured with the number of speciﬁed derivatives
(derivatives), the number of speciﬁed derivation symbols
(dersymbols), and the speciﬁed number of derivatives (noder)."
"Please ﬁx the aforementioned problem(s) and try again"
(2) If DDDPol is called without any of "novar" and "variables", they
are set to "novar"=0 and "variables"=[].
(3) If DDDPol is called without any of "noder", "dersymbols" and
"derivatives", theyaresetto "noder"=0, "dersymbols"=[]and
"derivatives"=[].
(4) If DDDPol is called without any of "noaut", "autsymbols" and
"automorphisms", they are set to "noaut"=0, "autsymbols"=[]
and "automorphisms"=[].
(5) If DDDPol is called without "generators", this is set to
"generators"=[].
(6) If DDDPol is called without "verbose", this is set to "verbose"=
false.
Example 4.15. (1) Calling DDDPol without any arguments
> DDDPol();
table(["relGB" = relGB, "DimPol" = DimPol])
(2) Calling DDDPol with the argument "verbose"=true
> DDDPol("verbose"=true);
table(["derivatives" = [], "dersymbols" = [], "autsymbols" = [],
"relGB" = relGB, "automorphisms" = [], "novar" = 0, "verbose" =
true, "DimPol" = DimPol, "variables" = [], "noaut" = 0, "noder" = 0,
"generators" = []])
The output of this call is a table which corresponds to the ring
of difference-differential operators D, where K is the quotient ﬁeld
of R[x], D = S = Æ and the modules in concern may be generated
by Æ.
(3) In Example 4.3 of [ZW08a] the ring of difference-differential oper-
ators with D = fdg and S = fsg is considered. The module in
concern has the generators e1, e2. A possible call of DDDPol to rep-
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> DDDPol("noder" = 1, "noaut" = 1, "generators" =
[e[1], e[2]], "verbose" = true, "novar"=1);
table(["derivatives" = [proc (g) diff(g, x) end proc], "dersymbols" =
[delta], "autsymbols" = [sigma], "relGB" = relGB, "automorphisms"
= [[proc (g) subs(x = x+1, g) end proc, proc (g) subs(x = x-1, g) end
proc]], "novar" = 1, "verbose" = true, "DimPol" = DimPol,
"variables" = [x], "noaut" = 1, "noder" = 1, "generators" = [e[1],
e[2]]])
(4) In Example 4.2 of [ZW08a] the ring of difference-differential opera-
tors with D = fd1,d2g and S = fsg is considered. The module in
concern has one generator e. A possible call of DDDPol to represent
this setting would be
> DDDPol("noder" = 2, "noaut" = 1, "generators" = [e],
"verbose" = true, "novar"=1);
table(["derivatives" = [proc (g) diff(g, x) end proc, proc (g) return 0
end proc], "dersymbols" = [delta[1], delta[2]], "autsymbols" =
[sigma], "relGB" = relGB, "automorphisms" = [[proc (g) subs(x =
x+1, g) end proc, proc (g) subs(x = x-1, g) end proc]], "novar" = 1,
"verbose" = true, "DimPol" = DimPol, "variables" = [x], "noaut" = 1,
"noder" = 2, "generators" = [e]])
Notice that in (3) and (4) derivatives and automorphisms are given ex-
plicitely, although in [ZW08a] they are not. 
Let M be a left difference-differential module with generators h1,...,hq,
F a free difference-differential module with basis e1,...,eq, p : F ! M
the natural difference-differential epimorphism of F onto M and , 0 the
two generalized term orders on LE as given by (3), (4). The ﬁrst step in
computing the bivariate difference-differential dimension polynomial as-
sociated with M as suggested by Theorem 4.12 is to compute a -Gröbner
basis of the submodule kerp relative to 0. This is done by the proce-
dure relGB which takes as input a list G of difference-differential operators
and returns a list G0 of difference-differential operators such that G0 is a
-Gröbner basis of the module generated by G relative to 0.
Example 4.16. We reproduce the computation of the relative Gröbner basis
in Example 4.3 of [ZW08a]. Let D = fdg, S = fsg. Let M = Dh1 + Dh2,
where h1, h2 satisfy the deﬁning equations
dsh1 + s 2h2 = 0,
d2sh1 + dh2 = 0.
Then M is isomorphic to the factor-module of a free difference-differential
module F with free generators e1, e2 by the difference-differential submod-
ule N generated by
G = fg1 = dse1 + s 2e2, g2 = d2se1 + de2g.
First we have to call DDDPol according to D = fdg, S = fsg and E =
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> DD1 := DDDPol("noder" = 1, "noaut" = 1, "generators" =
[e[1], e[2]]);
DD1 := table(["DimPol" = DimPol, "relGB" = relGB])
We assign the output of DDDPol to DD1. Then we call relGB from the
table generated in the ﬁrst step. with the list [delta*sigma*e[1]+e[2]/
sigma2 , delta2*sigma*e[1]+delta*e[2]] as argument representing
the set G.
> DD1["relGB"]([delta*sigma*e[1]+e[2]/sigma2 ,
delta2*sigma*e[1]+delta*e[2]]);
[delta*sigma*e[1]+e[2]/sigma2 , delta2*sigma*e[1]+delta*e[2] ,
delta*e[2]/sigma-delta*e[2]/sigma3 , delta2*e[1]/sigma+delta*e[2]]
The output means that
G0 = fg1 = dse1 + s 2e2, g2 = d2se1 + de2,
g3 = ds 1e2   ds 3e2, g4 = d2s 1e1 + de2g
is a -Gröbner basis of the free difference-differential submodule N rela-
tive to 0. This coincides with [ZW08a] (actually g3 coincides up to the
factor  s with the corresponding element of the relative Gröbner basis ob-
tained by Zhou and Winkler but the two Gröbner bases practically are the
same, i.e., they generate the same submodule). 
Example 4.17. We reproduce the computation of the relative Gröbner basis
in Example 4.2 of [ZW08a]. Let D = fd1,d2g, S = fsg. Let M = Dh, where
h satisﬁes
(d4
1d2s 3 + d2
1d2s3)h = 0
(d2
1d2s2   d2
1d2s 4)h = 0.
Then M is isomorphic to the factor module of a free difference-differential
module F with free generator e by the difference-differential submodule N
generated by
G = fg1 = d4
1d2s 3e + d2
1d2s3e, g2 = d2
1d2s2e   d2
1d2s 4eg.
First we call DDDPol with the appropriate arguments (see also Example
4.15).
> DD2 := DDDPol("noder" = 2, "noaut" = 1, "generators" =
[e]);
DD2 := table(["DimPol" = DimPol, "relGB" = relGB])
Then we call relGB from the table obtained in the ﬁrst step with a list
representing the set G as argument
> DD2["relGB"]([delta[1]4*delta[2]*e/sigma3+delta[1]2*
delta[2]*sigma3*e , delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma2*e-delta[1]2*
delta[2]*e/sigma4]);
[delta[1]4*delta[2]*e/sigma3+delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma3*e ,
delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma2*e-delta[1]2*delta[2]*e/sigma4 ,
-delta[1]2*delta[2]*e/sigma2-delta[1]4*delta[2]*e/sigma2]24 CHRISTIAN DÖNCH
meaning that
G0 = fg1 = d4
1d2s 3e + d2
1d2s3e, g2 = d2
1d2s2e   d2
1d2s 4e,
g3 =  d2
1d2s 2e   d4
1d2s 2eg
is a -Gröbner basis of the free difference-differential submodule N rela-
tive to 0. This coincides up to the sign of g3 with [ZW08a] (since  1 is an
element of K, the two relative Gröbner bases practically coincide). 
The computation of the bivariate difference-differential dimension poly-
nomial with respect to the natural biﬁltration of D is done by the proce-
dure DimPol which takes as argument a list L whose entries generate the
submodule N of the free difference-differential module F. It returns the
bivariate difference-differential dimension polynomial associated with N.
The list L need not necessarily be a -Gröbner basis of N relative to 0.
If in addition the argument "verbose" = true is entered, additional
information regarding the current progress of the computation is printed.
Example 4.18. We reproduce the computation of the bivariate difference-
differential dimension polynomial in Example 4.3 of [ZW08a]. Let D, S, E,
M, F, N, G and DD1 be as in Example 4.16. Then the bivariate difference-
differential dimension polynomial is computed as follows:
> DD1["DimPol"]([delta*sigma*e[1]+e[2]/sigma2, delta2*sigma*
e[1]+delta*e[2], delta*e[2]/sigma-delta*e[2]/sigma3, delta2*
e[1]/sigma+delta*e[2]]);
2*r+5+4*s
UnfortunatelythepolynomialobtainedbyZhouandWinkleris2r+5s+
5. The author already discussed this matter with M. Zhou and F. Winkler,
concluding that 2r + 4s + 5 is the correct result. 
Example 4.19. We reproduce the computation of the bivariate difference-
differential dimension polynomial in Example 4.2 of [ZW08a]. Let D, S, E,
M, F, N, G and DD2 be as in Example 4.17. Then the bivariate difference-
differential dimension polynomial is computed as follows:
> DD2["DimPol"]([delta[1]4*delta[2]*e/sigma3+delta[1]2*
delta[2]*sigma3*e, delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma2*e-delta[1]2*
delta[2]*e/sigma4]);
6*s*r+15*r-30
which coincides with the result of Zhou and Winkler. 
The choice of D and S of course has inﬂuence on the bivariate difference-
differential dimension polynomial y, but unfortunately it also affects the
runtime of the computation. The reason for this is that y is computed
by interpolation. The degree bounds for y used for the interpolation are
degr y  jDj and degs y  jSj (see Theorem 3.11). E.g., increasing the car-
dinalityof D by1entailsthecomputationof jSj+1additionalinterpolation
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Example 4.20. Let D = fd1,d2g, S = fs1,s2g and E = feg. Let M = Dh
be a difference-differential module whose generator h satisﬁes the deﬁning
equations
(d4
1d2s 3 + d2
1d2s3)h = 0
(d2
1d2s2   d2
1d2s 4)h = 0.
Then M is isomorphic to the factor module of a free difference-differential
module F with a free generator e by the difference-differential submodule
N generated by
G = fg1 = d4
1d2s 3e + d2
1d2s3e, g2 = d2
1d2s2e   d2
1d2s 4eg.
We call DDDPol with the appropriate arguments:
> DD3 := DDDPol("noder" = 2, "noaut" = 2, "generators" =
[e]);
DD3 := table(["DimPol" = DimPol, "relGB" = relGB])
Then we call DimPol from the table obtained in the ﬁrst step with the
ﬁrst argument being a list representing the set G and the second argument
being "verbose"=true
> DD3["DimPol"]([delta[1]4*delta[2]*e/sigma[1]3+delta[1]2*
delta[2]*sigma[1]3*e , delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma[1]2*e
-delta[1]2*delta[2]*e/sigma[1]4],"verbose"=true);
"Gröbner basis w.r.t. the ﬁrst term order computed"
"Relative Gröbner basis computed"
[[delta[1]]4*delta[2]*e/sigma[1]3+delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma[1]3*e,
delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma[1]2*e-delta[1]2*delta[2]*e/sigma[1]4,
-delta[1]2*delta[2]*e/sigma[1]2-delta[1]4*delta[2]*e/sigma[1]2]
"Collecting data for interpolation."
1 of 9 interpolation values computed.
2 of 9 interpolation values computed.
3 of 9 interpolation values computed.
4 of 9 interpolation values computed.
5 of 9 interpolation values computed.
6 of 9 interpolation values computed.
7 of 9 interpolation values computed.
8 of 9 interpolation values computed.
9 of 9 interpolation values computed.
3*s2*r+18*s*r-30*s-3*r+15
If we consider the case S = fsg as in Example 4.19, we have:
> DD2["DimPol"]([delta[1]4*delta[2]*e/sigma3+delta[1]2*
delta[2]*sigma3*e, delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma2*e-delta[1]2*
delta[2]*e/sigma4],"verbose"=true);
"Gröbner basis w.r.t. the ﬁrst term order computed"
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[[delta[1]]4*delta[2]*e/sigma3+delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma3*e ,
delta[1]2*delta[2]*sigma2*e-delta[1]2*delta[2]*e/sigma4 ,
-delta[1]2*delta[2]*e/sigma2-delta[1]4*delta[2]*e/sigma2]
"Collecting data for interpolation."
1 of 6 interpolation values computed.
2 of 6 interpolation values computed.
3 of 6 interpolation values computed.
4 of 6 interpolation values computed.
5 of 6 interpolation values computed.
6 of 6 interpolation values computed.
6*s*r+15*r-30

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
The presented implementations offer possibilities to compute (relative)
Gröbnerbasesindifference-differentialmodulesanddifference-differential
dimension polynomials. They are tested on Maple versions 12 and 13.
The further development has the following goals:
Coefﬁcients from arbitrary ﬁeld: Uptonowthecoefﬁcientsofthedif-
ference-differential operators have to be elements of the quotient
ﬁeld of R[x1,...,xv]. We are going to provide possibilities to deﬁne
operators with coefﬁcients from arbitrary ﬁelds.
Arbitrary orthant decomposition: At present relative Gröbner bases
and difference-differential dimension polynomials are only com-
puted with respect to the canonical orthant decomposition. At least
relative Gröbner bases could also be computed with respect to arbi-
trary orthant decompositions. It is planned to extend the possibili-
ties of the procedure relGB such that the user can deﬁne orthant de-
compositions and compute corresponding relative Gröbner bases.
Arbitrary term orders: Only computation of -Gröbner basis relative
to 0, where  and 0 are given by (3) and (4), p.16, respectively,
is implemented yet. We want to provide the possibility that user-
deﬁned term orders are used instead.
Deal with not appearing derivatives and automorphisms: As we
haveseeninExample4.20increasingthecardinalityof D or S affects
the runtime of the computation of the dimension polynomial. The
question is the following: Suppose d 2 D is not appearing in any of
the difference-differential operators generating the F-submodule N
and let y0 be the D n fdg-S-dimension polynomial associated with
N. Which additional informations do we need to deduce the D-S-
dimension polynomial y from y0, D and S?
Parametric exponents: Let F be a free difference-differential module
with a free generator e and N be an F-submodule generated by
(dasb + das b + da+b)e = 0
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Then we can neither use relGB to compute a relative Gröbner basis
of N nor (even if we already knew a relative Gröbner basis) use
DimPol to compute the associated bivariate difference-differential
dimension polynomial. Maybe it is possible to extend the theory of
parametric Gröbner bases to relative Gröbner bases.
p-ﬁltration: A family (Dr1,...,rp)r1,...,rp2Z of K-subvector spaces of D is
called a p-dimensional ﬁltration (or short p-ﬁltration) of D if
(1) The Dr1,...,rp are subgroups of the additive group of D,
(2) 1 2 D0,...,0,
(3) Dr1,...,rpDs1,...,sp  Dr1+s1,...,rp+sp for all r1,...,rp,s1,...,sp 2 Z.
Let M be a (left) D-module. A family of submodules
(Mr1,...,rp)r1,...,rp2Z of M is called a p-dimensional ﬁltration of M if
(1) The Mr1,...,rp are additive subgroups of M,
(2) Mr1,...,ri...,rp  Mr1,...,ri+1,...,rp for all r1,...,ri,...,rp 2 Z, 1  i 
p, and Mr1,...,rp = 0 for all sufﬁciently small r1,...,rp,
(3)
S
(r1,...,rp)2Zp Mr1,...,rp = M,
(4) Dr1,...,rpMs1,...,sp  Mr1+s1,...,rp+sp for all r1,...,rp,s1,...,sp 2 Z.
If in addition
(1) every Mr1,...,rp is ﬁnitely generated as a K-vector space, and
(2) there exists h01,...,h0p 2 Z such that for all r1,...,rp 2 N and
all hi  h0i
Dr1,...,rpMh1,...,hp = Mr1+h1,...,rp+hp,
then the p-dimensional ﬁltration is called excellent.
The following Theorem is due to Levin [Lev07].
Theorem 4.21. Let K be a difference-differential ﬁeld, D the ring of differ-
ence-differential operators over K with p-dimensional ﬁltration
(Dr1,...,rp)r1,...,rp2Z, M a ﬁnitely generated difference-differential module,
and (Mr1,...,rp)r1,...,rp2Z an excellent p-dimensional ﬁltration of M. Then
there exists a polynomial y(t1,...,tp) 2 Q[t1,...,tp] such that
y(r1,...,rp) = dimK Mr1,...,rp for all sufﬁciently large r1,...,rp 2 Z.
Deﬁnition4.22. Thepolynomial y whoseexistenceisstatedbyThe-
orem 4.21 is called p-variate difference-differential dimension polyno-
mial. 
Wearegoingtoimplementpossibilitiestocomputesuch p-variate
difference-differential dimension polynomials.
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